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Microstructure of nanoporous yttria-stabilized zirconia films
fabricated by EB-PVD
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Abstract

Microstructures of ZrO2–4 mol% Y2O3 coating layers fabricated by EB-PVD are characterized. Coating layers are found to consist of porous
columnar grains with a feather-like structure containing evenly dispersed nano-sized gaps. Nanopores less than 50 nm in diameter could also be
observed within columnar grains. The columnar grain size and column width of the coating layers increased with increasing coating thickness
and substrate rotation speed. The porosity of the coating layers also shows increases with increasing substrate rotation speed. Specimens
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otated at 1 rpm are found to contain wavy or scalloped columnar grains. Specimens rotated at higher speeds are found to consist of straight
olumns with a banded structure.

2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) of high melting point
xides on superalloy turbine parts have been used in gas
urbines for some time now, leading to enhanced efficiency
nd performance of these devices.1–5 A typical oxide for
BCs is partially stabilized zirconia containing 4 mol% yttria

4YSZ) because of its low density, low thermal conductivity,
igh melting point and good thermal shock resistance, i.e.,
ts excellent erosion resistance properties.6–8 Such coatings
ave generally been applied by plasma spraying or physical
apor deposition above a bond layer coated directly onto
he turbine blade. This configuration improves the thermal
fficiency of the turbine system because the low thermal
onductivity of coating films allows the component to be
sed at higher temperatures.9–11

Recently, TBCs manufactured by electron beam physical
apor deposition (EB-PVD) have been favored because
heir unique microstructure offers the advantage of superior
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tolerance to mechanical strain and thermal shock at the high
temperatures at which gas turbines are operated.12–16 TBCs
applied using the EB-PVD process have further advantages
over the plasma spray process such as better erosion
resistance, bonding strength and surface roughness of the
coatings. However, the thermal conductivity of EB-PVD
coatings is relatively high.

To improve the thermal performance of EB-PVD TBCs,
detailed microstructural characterization of coating films is
necessary because thermal properties depend strongly on
microstructure. One of the advantages of using the EB-PVD
technique to deposit oxide ceramics is that it is possible to
vary the microstructure of the coating by controlling depo-
sition process parameters such as coating chamber pressure,
deposition rate, vapor incident angle (VIA), vapor incidence
pattern (VIP) and substrate temperature. Several studies on
the microstructures of YSZ films have been reported.17–23

However, the influence of coating thickness or rotation speed
on the microstructure of EB-PVD YSZ coating films has not
been sufficiently explained in the literature.

The purpose of the present work is to characterize the
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on the microstructure of YSZ coatings deposited by EB-PVD
on zirconia substrates.

2. Experimental procedure

Coatings were deposited by EB-PVD using commercially
available 4 mol% Y2O3-stabilized zirconia targets. Sub-
strates of ZrO2–4 mol% Y2O3 were prepared by pressureless
sintering at 1600 ◦C in the shape of discs of 10 mm diameter
and 2 mm thickness. No bond coat between top coats and
substrates was applied. Before deposition of the top coats,
the substrates were ultrasonically cleaned in acetone and then
isopropyl alcohol. After drying, substrates were inserted into
a special holder assembly and placed into a vacuum system.

The substrates were preheated at 900–1000 ◦C in a
preheating chamber using graphite heating elements. The
substrates were then moved to the coating chamber for
deposition.

The substrates were mounted on revolving holder with
horizontal axis normal to the ingot. They are positioned
directly above the evaporation ingot and coating surface
is horizontal in rotation axis. Electron beam evaporation
using a 45 kW electron gun was carried out in the coating
chamber under a vacuum of 10 Pa. The target material was
h ◦
r
z
f

oxygen deficiency of the zirconia. To determine the influence
of the substrate rotation speed on the microstructure of the
coating layers, coated specimens were formed at different
rotation speeds, namely 0 (stationary), 1, 5, 10 and 20 rpm.
Total coating thicknesses in the range of 20–700 �m were
obtained. The substrate temperature was 950 ◦C in all
conditions.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to determine the
crystal structures of the phases present and to determine
if any preferred orientation developed in the coating
layers. The porosity containing nanopores in the coated
layers was performed using a mercury porosimeter. The
microstructures of coated specimens were observed by
SEM and analyzed by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS). The average size of column and pore of each coating
layer was obtained using the intercept method on SEM
micrographs.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Influence of coating thickness on microstructure

Typical microstructures of the upper surfaces of coatings
rotated at 5 rpm for different coatings thicknesses are shown
i
s
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F
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eated above its evaporation temperature of 3000 C, and the
esulting vapors were condensed on stationary or rotating
irconia substrates. Oxygen gas flowing at 300 cm3/min was
ed into the coating chamber during deposition to control the
ig. 1. SEM micrographs of surface regions of ZrO2–4 mol% Y2O3 coating layer
c) 200 �m, and (d) 500 �m.
n Fig. 1. The top surfaces of the coating layers consist of
quare-pyramidal or cone-like grains. The microstructure of
he 500 �m thick coating contains larger grains than that
f the 50 �m thick coating. In addition, gaps between the
s for different coating thickness obtained at 5 rpm: (a) 50 �m, (b) 100 �m,
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Fig. 2. Average columnar grain size of the top surface of ZrO2–4 mol%Y2O3

coating layers obtained at 5 rpm as a function of coating thickness.

pyramid-like grains could be clearly observed, especially for
samples with thicker coatings.

Fig. 2 shows the relationship between columnar grain size
of top surface of column and coating thickness for specimens
with different coating thickness. The columnar grain size in-
creases with increasing coating thickness.

A representative XRD result at top surface of coating lay-
ers is shown in Fig. 3. This indicates that the observed phase
in all present specimens is the tetragonal phase of zirconia
which contain (2 0 0) and (4 0 0) reflections.

The microstructure of coating layer viewed parallel to the
coating surface is shown in Fig. 4. The fracture surface of
this coating layer deposited on ZrO2 substrate clearly reveals

Fig. 3. XRD pattern obtained from the surface of a ZrO2–4 mol% Y2O3

coating layers obtained at 5 rpm.

a columnar microstructure with all the columnar grains
oriented in the same direction, i.e., with their c-axes perpen-
dicular to the substrate. Similarly textured microstructures
are obtained by EB-PVD of zirconia on Inconel substrates.1

The width of the columnar grains varies according to the
distance from the substrate in spite of same crystallographic
orientation of columns. Nuclei form on the substrate with
random orientations at the start of deposition, and growing
into grains that become better aligned as they extend
upwards. At the same time, the columnar grains increase in
size the thicker the coating becomes, resulting in a tapered
columnar structure. Gaps between columnar grains could
also be clearly observed, particularly towards the top of the
coating. Such gaps were not very noticeable at the base of the
columns.

F at 5 rp
f

ig. 4. SEM micrographs of (a) coating layers of 300 �m thickness obtained
rom substrates of ZrO2–4 mol% Y2O3 for points labeled in (a).
m for low magnification, and (b)–(d) magnified views at different distances
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Fig. 5. Column width of measured from the sides of ZrO2–4 mol% Y2O3

coating layers as a function of surface rotation speed: (a) at 5 �m from the
substrate, (b) at 150 �m from the substrate, and (c) at 250 �m from the
substrate.

3.2. Influence of rotation speed on microstructure

Fig. 5 shows the relationship between average column
width and substrate rotation speed. The width of the columns
depends strongly on the substrate rotation speed, increasing
with increasing rotation speed. In addition, within the same
specimen the average width of the column depends on the
distance from the substrate. The widths of columns at posi-
tions further from the substrate are larger than those lower
positions.

These results demonstrate that epitaxial growth of YSZ
films does not occur when deposited on zirconia substrates
by EB-PVD. Instead, nucleation and grain growth occur on
the substrate during deposition. This is due, primarily, to
coarsening and coalescence of columns as small particles
nucleate on their surfaces.21 Consequently, the coalescence
of columns due to competitive columnar growth makes the
columnar grains increase in size, getting thicker the further
from the substrate, resulting in a tapered columnar structure.

Fig. 6 shows the morphology of the surface of a coating
layer deposited at 0 rpm observed by SEM. The surfaces of
deposited YSZ films have a distinct pyramid- or cone-like

F
Y

morphology with textured grains that are aligned perpendic-
ular to the substrate. The surfaces of the deposited films are
relatively rough because the orientation of the crystal faces of
the square pyramidal tips of the columnar grains (〈1 1 1〉) is
different to that of the growth direction (〈1 0 0〉). The size of
the pyramidal tips strongly depends on the degree of compet-
itive grain growth during deposition. If the substrate rotation
speed is above 1 rpm, the tips of the columns at the surfaces
of the coating become more cone-shaped with rounder edges,
as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 7 shows the morphology of fracture surfaces viewed
near to the substrates of coating specimens deposited at
different substrate rotation speeds observed by SEM. The
0 rpm specimen in Fig. 7(a) consists of straight columns. The
1 rpm specimen was found to have a wavy or banana-type
microstructure as seen in Fig. 7(b). Such banana-type
growth of the columns under slow rotation at the foot area
of column growth is well known phenomenon by Schulz
et al.21 They attribute that the oscillation of the substrate
temperature between maximum and minimum during one

Fig. 7. SEM micrographs of columnar ZrO2–4 mol% Y2O3 coating layers
of 300 �m viewed near to substrate: (a) 0 rpm, (b) 1 rpm, and (c) 5 rpm.
ig. 6. SEM micrograph of the top surface of a columnar ZrO2–4 mol%

2O3 coating layers of 300 �m obtained at 0 rpm.
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single revolution due to radiation heating from the evapo-
ration ingot and due to crystallization heat is responsible
for the formation of the irregular column. In addition, it
was reported that different zigzag-type structure with wavy
or banana-type microstructure could be synthesized by
alternating the position of the substrate relative to the vapor
flux.20 At higher rotation speeds, the coating did not form
wavy columns. Instead, straight columns were formed with a
banded structure, as seen in Fig. 7(c). Increasing the rotation
speed reduces the amount of vapor particles arriving at the
top of the columns and therefore the interval between each
curve becomes shorter resulting in a banded structure.21

The columnar grains in rotated specimens also had a well
developed feather-like structure due to shadowing effects,
with fine pores striated along the edge of the columns.

3.3. Porosity of nanoporous columns

Fig. 8 shows a plot of porosity of coating layer as a func-
tion of substrate rotation speed. The 0 rpm sample showed
low porosity. Both total porosity and nano-porosity which
are pores less than 50, 100 and 200 nm, respectively, increase
with increasing substrate rotation speed. The nanoporous
structure of coating layers results from non-equilibrium
condensation of the vapor phase. The main mechanism for
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uniformity of the vapor flux at higher rotations is likely to
result in more shadowed areas and hence large amounts
of porosity, resulting in increased porosity with increasing
rotation speed.

Fig. 9 shows SEM micrographs of nano-gaps within
columns and the feather-like structure, as well as intragran-
ular nanopores within polished YSZ columns. These pores
for the rotated specimens are easily formed within shadowed
areas generated by the “sunrise” and “sunset” incidence
of vapor onto substrates during rotation. Two levels of
shadowing can be observed in the coating microstructure,
namely, intercolumnar shadowing on the micron scale,
which affects the growth of the main column, as shown in
Fig. 9(a), and intracolumnar shadowing on the nanometer
scale, which controls the formation of the feather-like
structure seen in Fig. 9(b). During deposition, the aligned
“tines” of the feather-like structure separated by nano-gaps
grow on both sides of the columns as shown in Fig. 9(b).

Fig. 9. SEM micrographs of nanopores of columnar ZrO2–4 mol% Y2O3

coating layers of 300 �m thickness obtained at 5 rpm: (a) intercolumnar
gaps between columns, (b) nano-gaps in the feather-like structure, and (c)
nanopores in columnar grains.
ormation of a porous columnar structure is the so-called
hadowing effect, which generally depends on the VIA or
IP of the vapor flux.18,20–23

In the present work, the substrate under stationary deposi-
ion conditions is always exposed to the vapor flux. Columns
rowth is therefore much more uniform, resulting in smoother
olumns which have relatively few shadowed areas, and
ence low porosity. In contrast, samples deposited at higher
otation speeds have showed the increased porosity with
ell developed intercolumnar gaps. For specimens coated

t higher rotation speeds, the vapor flow is non-uniform due
o discontinuous vapor flux by revolution. The microscopic

ig. 8. Porosity of ZrO2–4 mol% Y2O3 coating layers of 300 �m thickness
s a function of substrate rotation speed by mercury porosimeter: (a) below
0 nm (b) below 100 nm and (c) below 200 nm of pore size and (d) total
orosity.
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The formation of the feather-like structure of the columns
by intracolumnar shadowing can be explained as follows.
The faces of the growing columns block the vapor flux,
resulting in a shadowed region. However, a small number
of vapor particles are able to penetrate the intercolumnar
gaps and impinge on both sides of the columns at a locally
oblique VIA. In addition, the intercolumnar gaps play a role
in controlling the space available for vapor flux to penetrate,
limiting the angular distribution of the incident flux, which
leads to formation of well-aligned sub-columns on both
sides of the main columns, in other words, the feather-like
structure. The dendritic, feather-like structure on both sides
of the columnar grains contains many micro-sized, as well as
nano-sized pores. It can be concluded that the microstructure
and texture of EB-PVD films are strongly influenced by
shadowing of the vapor flux during deposition.18,21 Nano-
sized pores typically of diameter less than 30 nm and visible
as white contrast are evident inside the columnar grains in
Fig. 9(c). A high concentration of nanopores therefore exists
both within the feather-like features of the columns as well
as inside the columns.

4. Conclusions

Microstructural properties of ZrO –4 mol% Y O coat-
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